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Summary
This report summarizes research work on the implementation of a partitioned numerical
algorithm for determining the dynamic response of coupled structure/controller/estimator
finite-dimensional systems. The partitioned approach leads to a set of coupled first and
second-order linear differential equations which are numerically integrated with .extrapola-
tion and implicit step methods. The present software implementation, ACSIS, utilizes par-
allel processing techniques at various levels to optimize performance on a shared-memory
concurrent/vector processing system. The current work also generalizes the form of state
estimation, whereby the Kalman filtering method is recast in a second-order 'differential
equation equivalent to and possessing the same computational advantages of the structural
equations. As part of the present implementation effort, a general procedure for the design
of controller and filter gains is also implemented, which utilizes the vibration character-
istics of the structure to be solved. Example problems are presented which demonstrate
the versatility of the code and computational efficiency of the parallel methods is exam-
ined through runtime results for these problems. A user's guide to the ACSIS program,
including descriptions of input formats for the structural finite element model data and
control system definition, can be found in Appendix A. The procedures and algorithm
scripts related to gain design using PRO-Matlab are included in Appendix B. In Appendix
C, a stability analysis for the partitioned algorithm is presented which extends previous
analysis to include observer dynamics, leading to a clearly definable stability limit. The
source code for the parallel implementation of ACSIS is listed in Appendix D.
1.0 Introduction
The present work on the implementation of a partitioned transient analysis algorithm for
the simulation of linear Control-Structure Interaction (CSI) problems has concentrated
on four major areas. The initial software implementation emphasized the user-friendly
aspect and a structural dynamics-oriented interface for experienced practitioners of finite
element analysis programs. Another reason for a new implementation of the algorithm
was that the initial architecture of the CSS software testbed developed by Belvin and Park
[1-2] had little provision for effective parallelization. CSS also included extensive links to
optimization and optimal control algorithms which were not central to the current work
and proved to be a further hinderance. This new software implementation was designated
ACSIS, for Accelerated Control-Structure Interaction Simulation, and led to significant
improvements in speed for particular problems on conventional serial processors due to
simpler and more economical storage of primary variables. ACSIS is also versatile in its
usage of a general Timoshenko beam element with pin release capability and shear correc-
tion factor adjustment, and control system definition via a single data file. A preliminary
Users Guide was developed for ACSIS, and the input formats were made compatible with
pre/postprocessing software developed for Sun and Silicon Graphics computers so that
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future versions using parallel techniques via element mesh domain decompositions can rely
on the same X-Window-based I/O utilities. Table 1 documents runtime comparisons of
ACSIS and CSS on a sample 48 DOF problem simulated on a Sun 3/260 workstation using
a floating point accelerator.
2.0 State Estimation via Second-Order Kalman Filtering
One restriction of the CS3 software testbed was the form of dynamic observer equations
used in the partitioned algorithm as developed in [2]. However, Belvin and Park [3] showed
that a general Kalman filtering type of state estimation was not only possible in the parti-
tioned solution, but could be implemented at a very small additional cost in computations
by a slight modification in the way the dynamical equations of the plant are cast into
first-order form for filter gain design. The methods employed in [3] have been successfully
implemented into ACSIS, thereby enhancing the code's ability to handle a wide variety
of state estimation schemes. This is important as the application of optimal control tech-
niques to the state estimator problem leads to this more general form, and as the restric-
tions of the observer used in CS3 typically meant either discarding part of the observer
gain parameters, resulting in a loss in system performance.
ACSIS retains the option of using the more resricted observer form, as well as simple
full state feedback (no dynamic compensation). It is clear from examining the respective
equations, that for structures with stiffness-proportional damping, the only additional
calculations required for the Kalman filter is the multiplication of the LI gain matrix by the
predicted state estimation error vector 7 (see equations 25 of [3]). This is not a significant
portion of the computations required at each integration step, as the dimension of 7 is small
(number of sensors). By far the major costs are for computing an internal force of the
form Kq, and backsolving the factored integration matrix for the estimated displacement
states. This is verified numerically in the ACSIS results of Table 1 (using a restricted form
of observer) and version (Al) of Table 2. The model used in Table 1 is roughly comparable
to the 54 dof truss in Table 2, and both show the additional simulation time due to state
estimation is roughly the same as an additional transient analysis. Finally, the Kalman
filtering equations do not lead to any additional complications in parallel implementation of
the overall algorithm as compared to the more restricted second-order observer developed
for CSS.
3.0 Parallel Implementation of AC SIS
A primary emphasis in our work dealt with the optimization of the software implemen-
tation on a concurrent processing system. The platform chosen (primarily due to avail-
ability, initially at CU and later at NASA LaRC) was the Alliant FX/8 shared memory
multiprocessor system with 8 parallel processing units and vectorization capabilities. Ver-
sions of the software have been ported to the Alliant and compiled using the Concentrix
FX/Fortran optimizing compiler, which has available options for automatic vectorization
and concurrency of standard, problem-independent parallel computations.
The partitioned CSI algorithm has three primary levels of parallelism in its numerics which
can be exploited. At the highest level is the integration of the second-order dynamical plant
(structure) and filter (estimator) equations, which as designed are of roughly equivalent
size. Through the algorithm, these systems are effectively decoupled and independent
at each discrete time step, and thus may be handled in parallel by invoking a compiler
directive in the main program, which calls the respective subroutines simultaneously and
handles re-synchronization of the execution upon their return.
At a lower level of the algorithm, the structure and state estimator equations exhibit
symmetric, second-order forms typical of linear structural dynamics problems. It is well
known that computations related to the formation of the internal force vector, Kq, can be
re-implemented at an element level [4], which, through decomposition of the element mesh
[5], can be handled in parallel within exclusive subdomains. This technique becomes par-
ticularly attractive for larger problems on more massively parallel systems; in the present
work, the element-by-element (EBE) technique was not as effective as other types of paral-
lelism. It should be noted here that the partitioned algorithm employs implicit integration
methods, leading to systems of algebraic equations which are factored and solved using di-
rect, rather than iterative, numerical methods. Therefore, formulation of the internal force
vector is needed only in the formation of the known (right hand side) vector for integration
of the plant and filter equations. The alternative to EBE computations is multiplication of
the relevant displacement vector with the global stiffness matrix stored in profile (skyline)
form. To "simulate" the advantages of local memory typical in large-scale parallel process-
ing systems, the computed element stiffnesses were saved in shared memory for the EBE
calculations, thus avoiding the need to recompute this data at each integration step. In
addition, a low-overhead automatic element domain decomposition was provided for the
parallel EBE method.
The final and lowest level of parallelism is obviously that of the basic matrix computations
such as addition, multiplication, etc. These numerical operations are inherent in nearly
all areas of the software implementation, including problem preprocessing. With the very
capable optimizing compiler available on the Alliant system, this parallelism was exploited
through vectorization and concurrency of the nominal source code using the FX/Fortran
compiler run-time options -0 -DAS -alt. The performance of the resultant executable
code was examined using the Alliant's profiling capabilities, and changes to the nominal
source code, remaining compliant to F77, to maximize the identifiable concurrency and
thus enhance the resultant speed. This was particularly useful in the profile matrix/vector
multiply operation, whose speed is critical to the overall program performance.
4.0 Problem Descriptions
Three structural dynamics problems were developed for code testing at various levels of
complexity. All three problems have the following common features: simulations consisted
of 1000 integration steps and employed a stiffness-proportional damping. The damping
was not needed for algorithm stability, but to ensure consistency between the examples
and because the existence of damping in the plant equations has a strong influence on
program speed. The Kalman filter models were of second-order form [2] and equivalent in
size to their respective plant models. For controlled simulations, the control system began
operating after 100 integration steps, and all gain matrices were full (i.e. all model states
influence all actuators and are influenced by all sensors). Additional specific information
for the problems follow. ,
A. Axial Vibration of Elastic Bar (Spring Model)
# Nodes: 3 free, 1 fixed
# Elements: 3




B. Planar Vibration of Space Truss (Truss Model)
# Nodes: 18 free
# Elements: 33
# Degrees of freedom: 54
# Actuators: 4
. # Sensors: 6
Disturbance: Bang-bang type sinusoidal applied force
C. General 3D Vibration of EPS Satellite Reboost (EPS7 Model)
# Nodes: 97 free
# Elements: 256
# Degrees of freedom: 582
# Actuators: 18
# Sensors: 18 •
Disturbance: Bang-bang type square wave applied force
As can be seen, the problem sizes are roughly three different orders of magnitude, with
corresponding increases in the sizes of the control systems. Appendix B includes routines
using Matlab for the design of control and filter gains which were used for the control
system design of all three example problems. An illustration of the EPS model is shown
in Figure 1.
5.0 Performance Assessment
Table 2 compares CPU runtimes on the Alliant computer (using the UNIX "time" com-
mand) for distinct versions of the software. Version (Al) is the nominal F77 program code
compiled without any performance-enhancing options, while version (A2) invokes auto-
matic vectorization and concurrency of low-level, problem-independent computations such
as vector addition and inner products. The performance improvements are significant,
especially for the large EPS? model, where the speed-up factor is 35-37.
Version (A3) also uses the compiler options .-from (A2), but in addition has a compiler
directive added to the main program which allows the plant and filter integration subrou-
tines to be called in parallel. This does not affect the transient response results as that
analysis option bypasses the altered code, but for controlled response there is some effect
on performance. If filtering is used, which results in a significant increase in computation,
the directive can lead to some increased speed as can be seen for the spring and truss prob-
lems. There can also, however, be a reduction in performance as compared to (A2) if the
finite amount of processors and vector units are used in a less efficient way. This appears to
be the case for the large EPS problem, where the "overhead" introduced by the directive,
and its effect on processor assignment, is greater than the improvement generated by the
manually-invoked parallel construct.
Table 3 shows CPU run times for ACSIS using E-B-E computations, which, as mentioned
previously did not lead to better performance on the example problems using the Alliant
system. This appears to be due to the lack of effective vectorization of the individual
element computations when forming the internal force via the EBE method. To deter-
mine whether the EBE method effectively lead slower speeds through increased numbers
of computations, version (A2) (see above) was altered by removing compiler optimization
of the profile matrix/vector multiply routine (the alternate method to EBE). The resultant
runtimes matched almost exactly with those of version (A4), leading to the conclusion that
both methods require roughly the same amount of computations, but differ in how they
can be optimized on the Alliant system. The matrix/vector multiply operation, in this
environment, can exploit both vectorization and concurrency through the compiler's per-
formance options; this can be examined in the compiler output. The EBE computations,
at the element level, do not vectorize because the parts of the global displacement and force
vectors being operated on per element are not contiguous. In version (A5), the elements
within each subdomain of the mesh are computed in parallel, leading to some performance
Overall, versions (A2) and (A3) provide the best code performance for the hardware avail-
able. Parallelizing the observer and structure (A3) leads to mixed results; improvement
for the small spring and truss problems, but not for the large EPS model. Element-by-
element computations do not improve code performance over compiler optimization via
vectorization and concurrency for this platform. Reimplementation of the algorithm lead
to a 5:1 improvement over the CSS testbed software on a serial computer (Table 1). Fur-
ther optimization of ACSIS on the Alliant FX/8 lead to an additional 30:1 improvement in
runtimes for large-order systems such as the 582 dof EPS model. Time history responses
of selected variables for the example problems are shown in Figures 2 through 10. For
Figures 8 through 10, the ux ,uy ,u z displacements plotted are located at node 45, which
is located at the vertex of the large antenna of the EPS model (see Figure 1).
6.0 Conclusions
The present work has demonstrated the efficiency of a streamlined simulation code for
the analysis of large-order CSI systems and the viability of the continuous second-order
Kalman filtering equations for state estimation. These methods show the versatility of
the partitioned CSI integration algorithm and the promise of its application to real-time
simulation. It is evident, however, that the use of element-by-element computational tech-
niques requires the development of innovative algorithms for effective implementation on
massively parallel processing systems. Future work in this area will include integrating
algorithms for on-line system identification and applying these capabilities to the problem
of real-time control.
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Table 1: Comparison of Runtime Speeds for CSS and ACSIS
















































































































Table 3: CPU Results for ACSIS with EBE Computations
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Figure 1: EPS Finite Element Model
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Figure 2: Spring Transient Response
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Figure 3: Spring FSFB Response
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Truss Model: Open Loop Transient Response
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Figure 5: Truss Transient Response
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Figure 7: Truss Response w/Filter
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Figure 8: EPS Transient Response
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.Figure-9: EPS FSFB Response
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Figure 10: EPS Response w/Filter
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ACSIS is an analysis program for full-order simulation of control-structure interaction
(CSI) problems. The CSI simulation is carried out using a partitioned analysis pro-
cedure which treats the structure (or plant), the observer, and the controller/observer
interaction terms as separate entities. This procedure allows ACSIS to maintain rela-
tively small, sparse matrix equations when compared to the process of assembling the
computational elements into a single set of equations of motion and solving simultane-
ously. Although this software can also carry out modal analysis, the transient response
and CSI simulation are done in real space using the entire finite element model. (For
more information, see Ref. 2 of report, p. 14)
The ACSIS program is run using two previously prepared data input files and interactive




The run options are as follows, note that no defaults exist, data must be input each
time it is requested for each item requested except during a background run. Files may
be given any names, example names are given only to match the truss example at the
back of this manual.
Please input analysis type:
This option is for selecting modal analysis, CSI simulation or the transient response of
a structure. Not all interactive inputs are required for each analysis type.
Do you wish to save an input file? (y or n)
This option creates a file which saves all the interactive input options. ACSIS can be
background run with minor option changes by editing this file and then directing the
screen input to this file. This file is very different for each analysis type . (To do this
run with the example names after running acsis.exe once interactively, the command
would be: acsis.exe <INP_truss> &.
Name of save input file? (filename)
This question asks for the name under which to save the interactive input, example
name: INP.truss
Finite Element Model Input File Name (filename):
This file should contain all the finite element nodes, mesh, materials, properties, lumped
inertias, fixations, and initial velocity and displacement conditions. It must be prepared
in advance in the card format specified later, example name: FEM_tmss
Number of modes desired?-
This only appears in the modal analysis to request the number of modes to be output.
The actual analysis is carried out with double this number of modes for accuracy.
Controller Definition File Name:
This only appears for the CSI simulation. The file should contain the actuator and
sensor locations, control gains, and observer gains. It also must be prepared in advance
in card format, example name: CON.tniss
Please input type of control::
This option is for selecting the form of control law equations used in the CSI simulation.
Full state feedback uses the current states of the plant (structure) to determine the
control via constant gain matrices. Second-order observer uses only the L2 filter gain
matrix of a Kalman filtering type of state estimation where the state variables are
position and velocity. The Kalman filter option allows the use of a full set of filter
gains, but the gain design must come from a alternate variable casting using position
and generalized momenta.
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Initial time, final time, control-on time, step size:
Data format is four columns for CSI, but only three columns for transient response since
the control-on time part is deleted.
Forcing function ID, scale factor, damping coeff- a,b:
In order for any time dependent forcing function to be easily implemented despite vari-
able time step sizes, the forcing functions must be entered into the subroutine f orces.f.
The format is to assign each new forcing function an ID number in a elseif statement.
An example of f orces.f is included at the back of the manual. Then f orces.f must
be recompiled into an object file and acsis.eze relinked. This is easily done by typing
make which detects changes to the fortran files and does only the necessary compiling.
A particular forcing function is chosen by entering its ID number in the first column,
in addition the force can be scaled by a constant using the scaling factor in the second
column. The Rayleigh damping coefficients a and b are the third and fourth columns.
Phase lag fix? (y or n):
Specifies whether to include an extra iteration of control and sensor state prediction
at each integration step to improve accuracy. Not generally needed unless the user is
investigating the source of instability in a simulation and needs to test the sensitivity
of the response to the partitioned algorithm's extrapolation method.
Gain scale factors (4 total):
These scaling factors are, in order: the Fl control gain matrix (displacement), F2 control
gain matrix (velocity), LI and L2 state estimator filter gain matrix. This question
appears only for CSI.
ACSIS has two types of output options. The first is the displacement or velocity motion
of up to twenty separate degrees of freedom. Interactive questions are, 'Number of
displacement results to output (max 10)' followed by as many 'Input node #,
dof for displacement output #' as necessary. Then these repeat for velocity results.
The name of the file where the output will be stored is requested by 'Output file
name? (filename).' example name: OUT .truss. The second output option saves
the displacement of all nodes at any time step where output is sent (see next entry).
The format is suitable for animation of the entire structure. Question asks 'Animation
Output? (y or n)' then for an animation filename if necessary.
Send output every how many steps?
This option affects both output options to reduce the size of the output and animation
files. It causes output to only be sent after a integer number of time step iterations. To
get output each time step, simply enter 1.
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Finite Element Input File
The finite element input file consists of title cards followed by columns of data. The title
cards can be in any order, but they must be all capitalized with the appropriate number
of columns of data for each card. The program reads rows of data until encountering
a new card. Data which represents an integer value may be entered with a decimal
point while real data may be entered without a decimal point as necessary. Any line
beginning with a * anywhere in the file is ignored and can be used to insert comments.
Any blank line will result in a read error.
NODES
Each node must be defined on a separate line. Columns can be separated by any number
of spaces or a comma. Data format is four.columns: node number, x-coordinate, y°
coordinate, z-coordinate.
TOPOLOGY
Each element must be defined on a separate line. Truss elements require two nodes then
two columns of zeroes. (Truss elements would also require pin releases in ATTRIBUTES
below.) Beam elements require two nodes then a third reference node representing a
point in the xz plane of the beam and then a column of zeroes. Element type refers to
finite elment formalation. (Currently only type 1 = timeshenko beam element is now,
available.) Data format is six columns: element number, element type, node #1, node
#2, node #3, node #4.
ATTRIBUTES
Each element is characterized by an ID number from each of the MATERIAL and PROP-
ERTIES cards below. Each element also has six pin release codes. The first code is for
longitudinal stiffness, the second code is for torsional stiffness, the third and fifth codes
are bending stiffness at each end in the y direction and must be the same value, and the
fourth and sixth codes are for bending stiffness in the z direction and also must be the
same. (0 is stiff, 1 is released.) Data format is nine columns: element number, material
type, property type, and six pin release codes.
MATERIAL '
The material data is formatted in four columns: material type, Young's modulus, shear
modulus and density of the material. .
PROPERTIES
The properties data is formatted in six columns: property type, cross sectional area of
the element,Jy * I,, Jy, Jr, shear shape factor SSF2, shear shape factor SSF3.
FIXITY
Nodes with any fixations are defined here in the finite element file. The nodes must be
entered with the fixity of all six of their DOF's, restrained or not. (1 is restrained, 0 is
free) Data format is seven columns: node number, x, y, z, <j) z ,<j>y ,<j) z .
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INERTIA
All lumped inertias must be entered with each separate DOF on an individual line.
Therefore a single node could take up to six lines to define. Data format is three
columns: node number, DOF number (1-6), and value of inertia.
INITIAL CONDITIONS
All initial displacement and velocity conditions are entered into the finite element file.





The controller defintion file also consists of title cards followed by data entry. Each card
must be followed by the appropriate number of columns of data and in some- cases the
appropriate number of rows. Integers can be entered in real format and vice versa if
necessary. Any blank line will result in a read error.
NACT
Number of actuators in the entire control system.
BMAT
This entry creates the actuator position matrix or B matrix. There should be one
row for each actuator, data format is four columns: node number, DOF number (1-6),
actuator number, and sensitivity.
.NSEN
i
Number of sensors in the entire controls system.
HDMA
This entry creates the matrix of displacement sensor locations. One row per displace-
ment sensor, data format is four columns: node number, DOF number (1-6), sensor
number, and- sensitivity.
HVMA
This entry creates the matrix of velocity sensor locations. One row per velocity sensor,
data format is four columns: node number, DOF number (1-6), sensor number, and
sensitivity.
F1GA
This is a list of the Fl or displacement control gains. The data format is four columns:
node number, DOF number (1-6), actuator number, and value of gain.
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F2GA
This is a list of the F2 or velocity control gains. The data format is four columns: node
number, DOF number (1-6), actuator number, and value of gain.
L1GA ,
This is a list of the state estimator Ll filter gains. The data format is four columns:
node number, DOF number (1-6), actuator number, and value of gain.
L2GA
This is a list of the state estimator L2 filter gains. The data format is four columns:




This section includes all the files and procedures needed to run all three analysis on a
simple elastic bar problem. The naming of the files is a simple and easy to remember
system, however no particular format is necessary.
The finite element file was created simply by typing the node locations, connectivity




































































1 1000. 0.0 0.0
PROPERTIES
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1 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0
FIXITY
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 0 1 1 1 1 1
3 0 1 1 1 1 1






3 1 0.100 0.000
END
The modal analysis only requires the number of modes desired in addition to the finite
element file. The file INP-springO documents the interactive inputs used in the modal




* ACSIS input file,two lines above are
* analysis type and save input file. Do
* not change them by editing this file.
* Finite element input file?(filename)
FEM_spring







NB OF VECTOR- 3
NB OF DOF- 3
TOLERANCE- l.OOOE-04






EIGEN ANALYSIS RESULTS: ,f
RADIAL CYCLIC
MODE EIGENVALUE FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
1 1980.6 44.504 7.0831
2 15550. 124.70 19.846
3 32470. 180.19 28.679
EIGENVECTORS:
1 2.3305 1.8689 -1.0372 0. 0.
2 1.8689 -1.0372 2.3305 0. 0.
3 1.0372 -2.3305 -1.8689 0. 0.
MASS MATRIX DIAGONAL:
2 1 3 l.OOOOOOOOOOOOOD-01
3 1 2 l.OOOOOOOOOOOOOD-01
4 1 1 1.00000000000000-01
To run the transient response of the structure, a forcing function or initial condition
would be needed to excite the structure. An initial condition would be added to the
finite element file. A forcing function must be added to f orces.f with a new ID number,
then this number given as interactive input. In this case, an initial displacement acts
on the second degree of freedom, which is defined in the finite element model input file.




* ACSIS input file,two lines above are
* analysis type and save input file. Do
* not change them by editing this file.
* Finite element input file?(filename)
FEM_spring
* Initial, final, step size?
0.00000000 1.00000000 0.00100000
* Forcing function,scale f, damping a,b?
0 0.000000 0.00000000 0.00002000
* Output file name?(filename)
OUT.spring
* Number of displacement outputs?
1 '
3 1
* Number of velocity outputs?
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Send output every how many steps?
Send animation output?(y or n)
In addition to the finite element file, the interactive input, and an excitation, CSI
simulation requires a controller definition file. A full state feedback controller for the







































Then if acsis.exe is run interactively and the input is saved, the file INP_spring2 can
be produced. The file could be edited to change the input files, the output file, the
forcing function ID, the length of simulation, control-on time, etc. Then to run it again,






* ACSIS input file,two lines above are
* analysis type and save input file. Do
* not change them by editing this file.
* Finite element input file?(filename)
FEM_spring
* Controller file name?(filename)
CON_spring
* Please input type of control:
3
* Initial,final,control-on.step size?
.0.00000000 1.00000000 0.10000000 0.00100000
* Forcing function.scale f, damping a,b?
0 0.000000 0.00000000 0.00002000
* Phase lag fix?(y or n)
n ' • ,
* Gain scale factors (4 total)?
1.00000000 1.00000000 1.00000000 1.00000000
* Output file name?(filename)
OUT_spring
* Number of displacement outputs?
1
3 1
* Number of velocity outputs?
0
* Send output every how many steps?
1
* Send animation output?(y or n)
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G& Designs 
Introduction
In order to retain simplicity in the ACSIS code for parallel implementation purposes,
no control system design algorithms were included. Instead, using modal data out-
put from the eigenmode analysis module of ACSIS, a procedure was developed using
the Pro-Matlab and its Control System Toolbox* which includes algorithm scripts for
optimal control solutions via the solution of an algebraic Ricatti equation. In order to
accomodate large order dynamical systems, the design is accomplished in the uncoupled
normal modes domain, using the available lowest eigenmodes from ACSIS.
The procedure begins by copying and editing the mode data output from ACSIS (see
the listing for EIG_spring in Appendix A) into readable variables for input to Matlab.
The typical approach was to create one file as a Matlab script (i.e. a " .m" file), with
the eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and mass/dof data from ACSIS at the beginning, followed
by actuator and sensor influence matrices (related to the physical degrees of freedom),
the objective function weighting matrices, and the function which calls other Matlab
scripts to determine the solution. An example of the above input for the spring problem
described in Appendix A is in file EIG_spring.m, which is listed below. Compare this
the the ACSIS mode data output shown in Appendix A to see how the editing was
accomplished, and the additional control design data added
File: EIG_spring. m
lam » C 1980.6
15550.
32470. ];
vl=[l 2.3305 1.8689 -1.0372 0. 0.
2 1.8689 -1.0372" 2.3305 0. 0.
3 1.0372 -2.3305 -1.8689 0. 0. ];
m»[ 2 1 3 l.OOOOOOOOOOOOCD-01
3 1 2 1.00000000000000-01












save flout fl /ascii
save f2out f2 /ascii
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save klout kl /ascii
save 3c2out k2 /ascii
The scripts mlqr .m and mkf .0 were written to accept as input the vector of eigenvalues,
the eigenvector matrix (orthogonal vectors stored in columns), a matrix of node, com-
ponent, d.o.f, mass data, and the actuator (or sensor) influence matrix and weighting
matrices. The scripts output the gain results in four-column arrays, with one gain per
row, and the corresonding node number, displacement component, and actuator (or
sensor) identification. The top-level problem script (listed above) then saves the output
in external files and the analysis is complete. The design scripts (listed below) also
include checks on controllability and observability of the system based on the modal
data and influence matrices defined, and produce plots of the closed loop poles resulting
from the gain design. This aids the analyst in assessing the expected performance (and
stability) of the exact system before moving the data back to ACSIS for simulation.
The script contrank.m finds the rank of the controllability matrix through iterative
rank calculations of submatrices so as to avoid the iilconditioning experienced in the
full matrix. This is both.faster and more accurate for determining whether a particular
actuator placement has full control of the included structural modes.
File: mlqr.m
f vinct ion [F lout, F2out]=mlqr( lam, t ,m,qbfl ,R,nmode)
X
X Controller gain design for second-order
X structural system via given eigenmodes.
X Gains are transformed to be coefficents
f» of structural variables (disp,velocity);




X lam: vector of eigenvalues (nmode x 1)
X t: matrix of eigenvctors (ndof x nmode)
X m: mass diagonal and dof mapping info (ndof x 4)
X qb: actuator position influence matrix (nact x ndof)
'/. Q: optimal design state weighting matrix (2*nmoda x 2*nmode)
X R: optimal design feedbk weight, matrix (nact x nact)
x
ft Flout: Fl gain matrix for 2nd-order plant
X F2out: F2 gain matrix for 2nd-order plant
'/.
X Written by K.F. Alvin
X
format short e




X mass: mass matrix
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X A: state transition matrix
X B: actuator influence matrix




A= [zeros (nmode) ,eye(nmode) j-l*diag(laB(l:nmode)) , zeros (amode)] ;
, eye(nmodmax) ; •"i*diag(lam) » zeros (nmodmax)J ;
B» [zeros (nmode.nact) ;t(: ,l:nmode)'*qb] ;
Bmaxa [zeros (nmodmax , nact ) j t ' *qb] ;
disp ('Number of structural modes and actuators used:')
disp ( [nmode ,nact] )
disp ('Rank of the controllability matrix :')
disp (contrankCA ,B) )
disp ('Determining controller gains for given system. . . ')
G=lqr(A,B.Q,R);
Hmax«l . l*max(sqrt (lam) ) ;
axis ( [-wnax .amax , -wmax , wmax] ) ;
plot(eig(A-B*G),'*»)
grid




% partition gain matrix
: ,l:nmoda);
G2SG ( : , nmode* 1 : nmode+nmode ) ;
X
X Transform resultant gain matrices for use in
X partitioned csi algorithm using second-order
X structure (plant) equations.
X
dispC 'Mapping gar'ns back to physical domain...')
f laGl*t (:, 1 : nmode) ' *mass ;
f 2=G2*t ( : , 1 : nmode) ' *mass ;
X






nfreqosqrt (imag(lambda) ."2 + real (lambda) . ~2) ;
mdampa-r eal (lambda) ./nfreq;
disp ('Resultant modal damping ratios for controller: ')
disp([' Damping ',' Damped Freq (rad/s) '])
disp([mdamp,nfreq.*sqrt(l-mdamp.~2) .lambda])
bdampsmax(-2*mdamp . /nf req) ;
disp ('Estimated mTnimtTn stiffness damping coefficient necessary')
dispC to stabilize residual modes due to gain roundoff accumulation:')
disp(bdamp)







Flout(kmin:kmax, :)"[m(: ,1:2) ,i*ones(ndof,1) ,fl(i,m(:,3))'] ;




functionD«lout ,L2out] «mkf (lam, t ,m,hd,hv, Q ,&,nmode)
X
X Kalman filter design for second-order
X structural system via given eigenmodes
X and transformed to independent
X displacement/gen, momentum variable
X casting for partitioned csi transient
X analysis. See Belvin/Parfc paper for




X lam: vector of eigenvalues (nmode x 1)
X t: matrix of eigenvctors (ndof x nmode}
X m: mass diagonal and. dof mapping info (ndof x 4)
X hd: sensor position influence matrix (nsen x ndof)
X hv: velocity position influence matrix (nsen x ndof)
X Q: optimal design state weighting matrix (2*nmode x 2*nmode)
X R: optimal design feedbk weight, matrix (nsen x nsen) ;
X
X Llout: LI gain matrix for 2nd-order filter
X L2out: L2 gain matrix for 2nd-order filter
X
X Written by K.P. Alvin
X
format short e




X mass: mass matrix
X A: state transition matrix
X G: noise influence matrix
X C: output influence matrix








C»Chd*t(: ,l:nmode) ,hv*t(: ,i:nmode)3 ;
disp ('Number of structural modes and sensors used:')
disp ( [nmode ,nsen] )
disp ('Rank of the observability matrix: ')
disp (eontrankU ' ,C ' ) )
dispODeteraiaing fiiter gains for given system. . . ')
X
X partition gain matrix
X
Kl=K(l:nmode,:);
K2=K (anode* i : nmode+nmode , : ) ;
Kmaxa [Kl; zeros (nmodmax-nmode,nsen) ;K2; zeros (nmodmax-nmode.ns en)] ;
X







disp ('Result ant modal damping ratios for filter:')
disp(C' Damping ',' Freq (rad/s) '])
disp( [al ./sqrt (al . ~2+bl . "2) ,bl] )
X
X Transform resultant gain matrices for use in
X partitioned esi algorithm using second-order
X Kalman filter approach.
X
disp ('Mapping gains back to. physical domain...')
ll»t (:,1: nmode) *Ki;
12=mass*t ( : , 1 : nmode) *K2 ;




kmin=(i-l) «ndof +1 ;
kmazai*ndof ;
Llout(kmin:kmax. :)»Cm(: ,1:2) ,i*ones(ndof ,1) ,ll(m( : ,3) ,
L2out(kmin:kmax. :)«Da(: .1:2) ,i*ones(ndof .1) ,12(m(: ,3) ,
end;








while nawraok > maxrank






Unfortunately, the external files created from Matlab with the gain results are written
completely in terms of real numbers, whereas the first three columns are actually to be
read by ACSIS as integers (they are used as indices). A separate utility was written to
convert the format of these files; the source code is listed below. On Unix systems, the
user simply assigns the standard input to be the current data file created by Matlab,
and gives another file name for the standard output. The code is basically just a filter to
change the three columns of indices to integers. The output can then be pasted directly




















Stability Analysis of a
CSI Partitioned Simulation ,
Algorithm with State Estimator
38
The equation of the open-loop plant without passive damping in modal second-order
form is ,
The controller uses a second-order observer to estimate the plant state, along with a
full-state feedback control gain design. . .
lp = v + fr
 (2)
j -z-p
where q and p are the plant and estimator states, respectively, u is the control force, 7
is the state estimation error, z is the sensor output, and 77, £,£ are gain coefficients for
position and velocity feedback, and the estimator filter.
•The partitioned analysis procedure uses a stabilized form of the control law and esti-
mation error determination to reduce inaccuracies associated with the extrapolation of
variables in the controller force prediction. A first-order filtering is achieved by taking
the time derivative of (2a,c),
ti = -rju*p - (up
and then embedding the equations of motion through substitution for p. This leads
to the following two* coupled, .first-order differential equations for the prediction of the
control force u and state error 7.
Time discretization of (4) using an implicit midpoint rule leads to the following coupled
difference equation:
B 3 2
 C w \ . n ,-.iK (o)
where 6 = half-step size = j. Solving this equation requires knowledge of the plant (to
obtain sensor output) and observer states. These values are extrapolated as:
?*. r
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Using these equations to obtain un+ * and 7"+ a allows the plant and observer equations










Computational stability of the modal form of the CSI partitioned equations of motion






for stability. Subtituting (8) into (5-7), we obtain















































































































0 - 1 - 5
i 1 o
0 A + l 0
-2 0 A + l.
A nontrivial solution to (10) is found from
det J = 0
which leads to the characteristic equation
((1 -










Thus, a test of the polynomial equation for possible positive real roots by the Routh-
Hurwitz criterion indicates that the partitioned .approach as applied to the modal equa-


































































































,Raylaigh danping coaflicient alpha
actuator location matrix (packed storage)
row number of corresponding real value in b
column number of correaonding real value in b
number of nonzero values in b
Raylaigh damping coefficient beta
controller input file name
id for type of control
array of the x,y, and z components of each node
one-half time step
one-half time step squared
control prediction integration coefficient matrix
array of element material types
observer construct matrix S in vector form
array of element property types
structure construct matrix S (M+delta*D+dels<i*K)
array of element types
array of element numbers for domain decomposition
vector of applied forces
control gain matrix
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C 12: control gain matrix
C femfile: finite element input file nam«
C forceid: identification number of forcing function
C gamma: state correction fore*
C gc: RES vector for control prediction module
C gk: RES vector for Salman filter momentum eqn
C go: RHS vector for observer module
C go: RHS vector for structure module
C h: time step size
C ad: displacement sensor location matrix (packed storage)
C . hdrov: row number of corresponding real value in hd
C hdcol: column number of corresonding real value in hd
C hdval: number of nonzero values in lid
C hv: velocity sensor location matrix (packed storage)
C hvrov: row number of corresponding real value in hv
C hvcol: column number of corresonding real value in hv
C hwal: number of nonzero values in hv
C id: DOF mapping array: id(comp>node *)=Global OOF 9
C ix: array of element connectivity and orientation
C inertia: array of concentrated inertias or lumped masses
C jdiag: array of diagonal element addresses
C 11: State estimator filter gain matrix
C 12: State estimator filter gain matrix
C mask:
C mass: mass matrix M in reduced vector form
C mat: array of different materials
C mien: length of global matrices in profile vector storage
C nact: actual number of actuators
C ncsi: actual number of actuators and sensors
C ndisout: number of displacement results to output
C ndof: actual number of degrees of freedom
C ndomain: actual number of element domains (for dom. decomp.)
C nel: actual number of elements
C neld: array of number of elements in-each domain
C nnp: actual number of nodes
C nsen: actual number of sensors
C nvelont: number of velocity results to output
C nolag: logical flag to signal corrector loop in measurement
C outfile: output file name
C outlabel: array of output data requested
C pin: array of element pin release codes
C pivot: Column pivoting info from FACTA
C prop: array of different properties
C q: generalized displacement vector
C qO: initial displacement condition
C qalpha: gain scale factor for fi
C qalphao: gain scale factor for 11
C qbeta: gain scale factor for f2
C qbetao: gain scale factor for 12
C qdot: velocity vector
C qdotO: initial velocity condition
C qe: state estimator displacement vector
C qedot: state estimator velocity vector
C r: Solution vector of control module {u,gamma}
C scalef: Scaling factor for forcing function
C stiff: stiffness matrix K in reduced vector form
C tO: initial time
C tc control-on time
C tf: final time
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C u: vector of control forces
C
 ' jC Parameter definitions
C MAXACT: max. t of actuators
C MAXCSI: max. combined t of actuators and sensors
C MAIDAT: max. * of materials and properties
C HAZOOF: max. * of degrees of freedom
C HAXBOM: max. * of decomposition domains
C HAZELS: max. * of elements
C MAXMLEH: max. length of global vectors in reduced form



















































C prograa ACSIS C
C C
C C




























C Predict CSI coupling variables u and gamma
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C Strnctus* and observer >•« ap for parallel execution
C¥Q$ CHCALL
do 27S iai,2
C Iat«grat« Oba«rv«r Equation*
if ((i .«q. l).aad.(t .g«. te» th«a
if (eo&typ* .«q. 0) thca
Call SECORSERCaasv,stif
 (adaap .bdanip,f ,go, so,q«,q«doC,
. d«it»,d«l8q,jdiag,ndo£,«AIDOF)
•le«if (coatyp« .«q. 1) than
can K7ILTER
•adif
C Iat«grat« Structtir* EqnationB





c PRIHT TIME EACH 100 it.ration*
n a n + 1 '
B * B + 1
if (n .g«. 100) thra
print *, 'Tim« » ',t+h
n » 0
•ndif











print *,'Finished Preprocessing . . . starting simulation'








PaiBT TIME EACH 100 iterations
a « a * 1
B » m * 1
if (a .ge. 100) then
priat ».'Time » ',t*a
a • o
•ndif

















C This subroutine outputs formatted displacement aad velocity
C results at a given time for plotting time histories. Tne























C=Purpose Assemble Global stixlaess matrix
CsAutaor who kaovs
CaUpdate January 1989, by E. Praaoao
C=Block Fortran
subroutine ADDSTF(sk,1m,bk,jdiag.aseq)
C+—r~——-—-—————-———————— — -+cC PURPOSE: C
C THIS SUBROUTINE ASSEMBLES THE ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRICES C
C INTO THE COMPACTED GLOBAL STIFFNESS VECTOR. C
C C
C ARGUMENTS: C
C sk ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX C
C 1m LOCATION VECTOR FOR ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX C
C bk COMPACTED GLOBAL STIFFNESS VECTOR C
C jdiag - VECTOR OF DIAGONAL ELEMENT ADDRESSES '- C




C iat«g«r lm(18)7 jdiag(l). ns«q
C LOCAL ARGUMENTS
int«g«r i. j, k, 1, a
C ASSEMBLE GLOBAL STIFFNESS AND LOAD ARRAYS
do 20 j » 1, na«q
k - lm(j)
if (k .«q. 0) goto 20
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1 a jdiag(k) - k
C 1» jdiag(k+l) - k
do 10 i » 1, nseq
• a lad)
if(a .gt. k .OR. m .aq. 0) goto 10
• a l * a














It j tor, i2,i3, ipin.sk, an)
C ARGUMENTS:
C
C n Element 10 Number
C ni Hode ID Number at End i
C nj Hode ID Humber at End j
C xyz Node Location Array
C emod Material Elastic Modulus (Young's Modulus)
C good Material Modulus of Rigidity (Shear Modulus)
C rao Material Mass Density
C area Element Cross-sectional area
C ssf2 Shear shape factor in element x2 direction
C ssf3 Shear shape factor in element x3 direction
C jtor Torsional constant J
C • 12 Area moment of inertia about element x2 axis
C i3 Area moment of inertia about element z3 axis
C ipin Pin release codes: 0=Fixed, l=Fraed
C (1) Axial
C (2) Torsional
C (3) End A rotation about x2 axis
C (4) End A rotation about x3 axis
C (S) End B rotation about z2 axis
C (6) End B rotation about z3 axis
C sk Element Stiffness Matrix
C sm Element Mass Matrix
integer n.ni.nj,nk,ipin(l)







6 Find Elraut Leagta
length a O.OdO
de 10 i * 1,3
de(l.i) * xyzCi.aj) - xya(i.ai)
Icagta a length * dc(l,i)**2
10 coatiau*
if (leagta .«q. O.OdO) th«a
pria« *. '8AR2D: Z«ro alracat l«agti; &» »,a
•adi£
C Find direction co«ia«« for xi.z2.x3 «l«m«nt
do IS i»i,3
dc(i.i) » dc(l,i)/l«ngth
if (ak .«<£„ 0) ta«a
de(2.i) » 0.0
•Is*
dc(2,i) « xyz(i.ak) - xyz(i.ai)
0 . cadif
IS eaatiaae






sqrt(dc(3.1)**2 + dc(3,2)**2 * dc(3,3)*»2)




17 do 18 ial,3
dc(3,i) a dc(3.i)/rl«agta
18 continue
dc(2el) * dc(3,2)*dc(l,3) - dc(1.2)*dc(3,3)
dc(2.2) a dc(l.l)*dc(3,3) - dc(3,l)*dc(1.3)
dc(2,3) a dc(3.1)*dc(1.2) - dc(l.l)*dc(3,2)
C Coopute various stiffness constants, accounting for pin codes




if (ipia(4) .*q. 0) tara









i* (ipia(6) .«q. 0) tkia






it (ipia(3) .«q. 0) ta«a





priat *,'BEAH30: Pia cod* error. z2 diraction,
•adil
(ipia(5) .«q. 0) ta«a
















































sk(2.2) kc(l)*dc(1.2)*dc(1.2) * kc(2)*dc(2,2)*dc(2,2) +
kc(3)*dc(3.2)*dc(3.2)
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sk(2.3) » kc(l)*dc(l,2)*d6(i,3) * kc(2)*dc(2,2)*dc(2.3) *
ke(3)*dc(3,2)*de(3,3)
8k(2,4) » kG(7)*dc(2,2)*de(3,l) - kc(8)*dc(3,2)*dc(2,l)
8k(2.5) « kc(7)*dc(2.2)*de(3,2) - kc(8)*dc(3.2)*dc(2,2)







sk(3,3) « kc(i)«de(l,3)<*de(l,3) * ke(2)«dc(2,3)«dc(2,3) *
kc(3)*dc(3.3)*dc(3,3)
8k(3,4) » ke(7)«de(2,3)*de(3.i) - kc(8)*dc(3.3)*dc(2,l)
8k(3.S) « ke(7)«de(2,3)«dc(3,2) - kc(8)*dc(3.3)*dc(2,2)

































































do 60 i a j























































































































































Returns force froa stored function at any given time.
The forcing functions are hardwired by the user. The
function is selectable at program excecution using the
forcing function ID, which by convention is the statement








101 if (forcaid .«q. 101) than
if (tin* .!•. .02) than
f(id(2,15)) • 100.«(l.-coa(2.*pi*tima/.02))
andif
102 al«aif (foreaid .a<j. 102) than
if (tiffl* .It. .1) than
f(id(2.96)) • 10.
al«aif (time .aq. .1) than
f(id(2.96)) a 0.




103 •ls«if (forccid .«q. 103) than
if (tin* .!•. .01) than
fCid(i.lS)) a 100
andif
104 ala«if (forcaid .aq.104) than
if ((time .gt. 0) .and. (tima .It. .17)) than
f(id(3,12S)) « 10
alaaif ((tima .gt. .17) .and. (tima .It. 1.0)) than
f(id(3,12S)) « -10
andif
105 alsai* (forcaid .aq. 105) than
if (tima .la. .01) than
f(id(2,9)) • 100.*(l.-coB(2.*pi*tima/.01))




do 10 i » 1, ndof




















C runtype - ID of analysis ran type
C savin - variable to control creation of input file
C runfile - variable indicates if run is from input file
C consent - dusBsay naae for comment input lines
C ontskip - number of steps to skip before sending output
subroutine INPUT(runtype,outskip)
include 'shared.ine'
integer runtype, out skip .
character*! savin, runfile, temp
character«48 eoment.inpfile
C PRZHT USB READ START-UP
print *, '2nd Order Accelerated CSX Simulation (ACSXS)'
print * •
print *, 'Please input analysis type:'
print *
print *, ' 1. Eigennode Analysis'
print *, ' 2. CSI Simulation'
print *, ' 3. Transient Response'
print *
read *, runtype
c RUV OPTIONS AND INPUT FILE SETUP
runfile » 'n'
if (runtype .It. 0) then
runtype •» -1 * runtype
runfile a »y»
endif




if (savin .eq. 'y') then
print *, 'Name of save input file? (filename)'
read 20, inpfile
open( 16 , f ileainpf ile)
runtype = -1 * runtype
vrite(16,'(i2)') runtype
. runtype » -1 * runtype
Trite(16,'(a47)') '* ACSIS input file.tvo lines above are'
vrite(16,'(a48)') '<* analysis type and save input file. Do'
vrite(16.'(a48)') '* not change them by editing this file.'
endif
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runtype » runtype - 2
if (mnfil* .eq. '7') then




print *, 'Finite Element Modal Input File Haae (filename)'
, read 20, femfile
op«n(ll,fil«sfeafile)
if (savin .«q. 'y') then





100 print *,'lhnnb«r of mod«« d«»ir«d:'
if Cruafil* .«q. 'y') read 20, comment
read *, aeig
if (rualile .eq. 'y') read 20, comment
print »,'Output File Name:'
read 20, outfil*
open(13,file=oatfile)
if (eavin .«q. 'y') than
vrita(16,'(a3S)') '* Humber of modes desired?'
vrit«(l6,'(i4)') neig






200 print *,'Controller Definition File Name:'








'Please input type of control:'
1. Full State Feedback'
2. Luenberger Observer (Ll=0)
3. Kalman Filter'
print
if (runfile .eq. 'y') read 20, comment
read *, contype
contype * contype - 2
print *,' Initial time, final time, control-on time, step size:'
if (runfile .eq. 'y') read 20, comment
read *, tO,tf,tc,h
print *, 'Forcing function ID, scale factor, damping coeff- a,b:'
if (runfile .eq. 'y') read 20, comment
read *, forceid,scalef ,adamp,bdamp
print *,' Phase lag fix?(y or n):'
if (runfile .eq. 'y') read 20, comment
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read 2i, temp
if (tesp .eq. '7') aolag • .true.
if (trap .eq. 'a') aolag • .false.
priat «,'6aia seal* factors (4 total):'
if (raafile .eq. '7') read 20, cosawat
read *^qalpaa,qbeta,qalphao,qbetao
if (sa*ia .eq. 'y') taea
B?ite(ie,'(a42)') '*" Coatroller file aame?(filename)'
reit«(16„'(a32)') eoafil«




reit4(i6,'(a49)') '* Forciag fvactioa.scal* f. damping a.b?'
nsita(tSl)'(i4,fiS.6,2fi2.8)') fo««id,scal»f .adamp.bdanp
wit«(16.'(a32)') '* Paas« lag fix?(y or a)'
if (aolag) erit«(16.'(ai)') >j»
if (.not. aolag) vrit«(16,'(ai)') 'a'





C TEAHSIEHT RESPONSE ISPUTS
300 priat *,'Initial tia«, final tim«, st«p size:'
if (runfil* .«q. '7') read 20, eoamant
read *, tO.tf.h
priat *,'Forcing function ID, seal* factor, damping coeff- a,b:'
if (ruafilc .«q. '7') r«ad 20, coomcat
read *, forc«id,scal«f.adamp.bdamp
if (savin .«q. '7') then
vrit«(16.'(a48)') '<• Initial, final, stap size?'
writ«(l6,'(3f!4.8)') tO.tf.a






999 print *,'Output File Hame:'
if (runfile .eq. '7') read 20, comment
read 20, octfile
opea(13,file»outfile)
print *', 'Number of displacement results to output (max 10):'
if (runfile .eq. '7') read 20, comment
read *,ndisout
do 600 isl.ndisout
priat *,'Input aode *, dof for displacement outputs',!
read *,ontlabel(i),oatlabel(i-»-10)
500 continue
priat *,'Number of velocity results to output (max 10):'
60
if (runfile .eq. 'y') read 20. comment
read »,avelout
do 600 i»l,nvelout
print •.'Input nod* «, do* for velocity output* ',i
read *.outlabel(i+20) ,outlabel(i+30)
600 continue
print *,'Send output every no* many steps?'
if (runfile .eq. 'y') read 20, comment
read *, out skip
if (savin .eq. 'y') than
vrite(16,'(a38)') '« Output tilt naiae?(f ilename) '
teite(16,'(a32)') outfile
vrit«(16,'(a42)') '* Suab«r of displacsnant outputs?'
«rit«(16,'(i4)') ndisout
do 650 i»l .ndisout
»rit«(16.'(2i8)') outlab«l(i).ontlab«l(i+10)
650 continue








print * , ' animation Output? (y or n) : '
if (runfile .eq. 'y') read 20, comment
read 21, temp
if (temp .eq. 'y') animate » .true.
if (temp .eq. 'n') animate » .false.
if (animate) then
print*, 'Animation file name (filename) '




if (savia .eq. 'y') then
vrite(16,'(a41)') '* Send animation output? (y or n)'
if (animate) vrite(16,'(al)') 'y'
if (.not. animate) vrite(l6,'(al)') 'n'
if (animate) then


















C Taie subroutine multiplies a matrix in vector form




C a - matrix in vector fora
G b vector
C a«q - order of rector and equar* matrix
C J4i&g " array of diagonal address** for a
C
C ettbrontine PH7HUL(ft,jdiag.b,n«q,e)













k « jdiag(i) - j










C Multiply a matrix in vector form and a vector aad add the
C. resultant vector multiplied by a constant to a second vector
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C multiplied by a aecoad vector
C
C -mm——••••••^ •» —»•••••••••••••••• •••••^ •--r»»-i-n»^ »»TTi r» •mo ••.=,•-» ••••cm.
C
C Irgumenta
C a matrix ia vector form
C b vector to be multiplied with matrix
C e resultant aad vector to be added
C factl - coaataat multiplier of matrix aad first vector
C faet2 - coaataat multiplier of aecoad vector
C j<*iag - array of diagonal addresses for matrix











k » jdiag(i) - j





' k » jdiag(i) - j















C Taia subroutine preparea tae finite element mass,





C «k Element Stiffness aatriz
C am Elemeat Ka» Matrix
C la Local/Global DOF Mapping vector
C aa«q Hnaber of elemeat degrees of freedom








C Set up akyliae storage profile for global matrices
call PROFXLE(ix.id,jdiag,aap,ael,4,8,Blea,2dof,aask)
C Perfora automatic domain decomposition
call DOMDEC
C Caeck sis* of skyliae profile against storage limitation
if (alea .gt. MA1MLEH) taea
priat*. 'PREPFEM: error, global matrix exceeded max. size'
eadif
C Zaro Global Matrices prior to assembly
call ZEROVECTCstif ,mlen)
call ZEROVECT(mass ,mlea)




if ((etype(a).eq.l).and.(k.gt.2)) j » 0
do 30 iol,6
kk=6*(k-l) * i














prop(2,»p) ,prop(3,«p) ,prop(4,«p) ,pia(l,a) ,sk,sm)
•ls«ii (ijc(l.n) .a«. 0) than
print* , 'PREP FEM: Element typ« sot Jtouad.aa'.n.'etypes' .etype(a)
•ttdil
iDD ELEMENT TO GLOBAL MASS 1HD STIFFNESS
c&ll lDDSTF(ak,lffl,atil ,jdiag,as«q)
call lDDSTF(§m,lm,in&««, jdiag,n»«q)
SAVE THE ELEM2HT STZFFSSSS FOR E-B7-E COXPOTATIOITS
100 contiau* ,
C ADD LUMPED IHERTIAS TO GLOBAL MASS}:
do 125 i=l,nap
do 130 j»l,6
i* (id(j.i) .eq. 0) goto 130
naas(k) > maas(k) *• iaartia(j.i)
130 eoatian*
125 continue
C ASSEMBLE AND FACTORZZE •• (S MATRIX)
me » 1. * delta*adamp
kc a d«lta<*bdanp + d«lsq
do 200 i=l,ml»n




C INITIALIZE DISPLACEMENT AND VELOCITY VECTORS
do 300 i a 1 , aap
do 350 j a 1,6































do 200 shilt (acak.«q.O)
it (adoa.gt.adonaia)- adomaiaaadom
acak*>l
















CaPurpose Compute the number of equations and set profile for K
CaAuthor Bob Taylor
CaDate VAO knovs















THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS REQUIRED
TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM BT ELIMINATING RESTRAINED DEGREES OF
FREEDOM FROM THE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS. KNOWING THE EQUATION
NUMBERS COORESPONDING TO THE NODAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM, THE
DIAGONAL ELEMENT LOCATIONS CAN BE COMPUTED FOR STORING THE









integer iz(nen.l), id(ndof.l), jdiag(i)
integer nnp, nel, nad, neq, mask(l)




integer i. j. k, 1, a, n, jl. kl, 11. ol
C
C SET UP EQUATION NUMBERS
C
neq a o
do 30 n • 1, nnp
do 20 n = 1, ndof
j « idCm.naskCn))
it. (j .eq. 1) goto 10









C COMPUTE COLUMN HEIGHTS
C
do 80 n a 1, nel
do 70 • » 1, nen
ml a iz(a.n)
it (ml .!•. 0) goto 70
do 60 1 » 1, ndof
11 * id(l.ml)
if (11 .eq. 0) goto 60
do 60 k • a, nen
kl * ix(k.n)
if (kl .le. 0) goto SO
do 40 j a 1. ndof
jl » id(j.kl)
if (jl. .eq. 0) goto 40
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i s MAXOUl.jl)












if (aeq .eq. 1) return
do 90 n » 2, n«q
















C This subroutine reads the data file for the finite








include ' shared. inc'
C LOCALS
integer j , n , ctype , 6ETT7PE
character* 132 aline
real*8 in






C IDEHTIFY CARD TYPE AND ASSIGH IHPOT
10 read(11.1000.«nd°9999) alia*
100 ctyp« a GETTYPE(aline)
if (ctype) 10,10,150
150 . if (aline(l:4) .eq. 'HODE') goto 200
if (alia«(i:4) .eq. 'TOPO') goto 300
if (alia«(i:4) .eq. 'ATTR') goto 400
if (alia.(l:4) .eq. 'MATE') goto 500
if ( alined :4) .eq. 'PROP') goto 600
if (alined: 4) .eq. 'Fill') goto 700
if (alin«(l:4) .eq. 'HOT') goto 800
if (alined: 4) .eq. 'DfER') goto 900 .
if (al4a«d^ 4) .•*. >E3E> ') goto 10
it (alin«(l:4) .«q. 'KESH') goto 10
print *,'REAOFEM: Unrecognized card type; ',alined:4)
goto 10
C READ BODES ,.









if (ctype) 300.350.100 .
350 readCaliae.*) n.etype(n),(ix(j,n),j=l,4)




























c HEAD nrmAL COHDITIOHS
800 re&d(11.1000,ead<>9999) alia*
if (ctype) 800,860,100



































This anbroutiae reads the actua
locatioas aad the gaias for the
* »• •»
Argumeats
ctype - stores code for type
Abbraviatioas
HACT - Bomber of actuators
HSEH - auaber of aeasors
BMAT - locatioas of actuators
EDNA - array of displacement
HVMA - array of velocity seas








C F2GA - control gain matrix
C L1GA - state estimator filter gaia matrix
C L2GA - state estimator filter gain matrix
subroutine RE10CQH
include ' shared. ine'
C LOCALS
real*8







C IDENTIFY CAEO TYPE AND ASSIGN INPUT
10 read(12,1000,end>9999) aline
100 ctype » GETTYPE(aliae)
if (ctype) 10,10,150
ISO it (alined: 4) .oq. 'NACT') goto 200
if (aline(l:4) .eq. 'NSEN') goto 300
if (alined: 4) .eq. 'BNAT') goto 400
if (alined: 4) .eq. 'HDMA') goto 500
if (alined: 4) .eq. 'HVMA') goto 600
if (alined: 4) .eq. 'F1GA') goto 700
if (alined: 4) .eq. 'F2GA') goto 800
if ( alined :4) .eq. 'L2GA') goto 900
if (alined: 4) .eq. 'L1GA') goto 1100
if (alined: 4) .eq. 'END ') goto 10
print »,'READCON: Unrecognized card type; ',aline(l:4)
goto 10
C READ INPUT CARDS
200 read(12,1000,and=9999) aline



















600 r*ad( 12 , 1000 , «nd«9999 ) alia*
ctyp* • OETTYPECalia*)








if (etyp«) 600. 660.100
650 TcadCalin*,*) i.j.a.val





































C This function identifies whether a line is a character




















CsPurpose Solves the system of linear symmetric equations
CsAuthor who knovs
C=Date





C THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES THE SYSTEM OF LINEAR SYHMSTRIC C




C BK GLOBAL STIFFNESS EQUATIONS IN VECTOR FORM C
C BR GLOBAL LOAD VECTOR C
C JDIAG - LOCATION VECTOR FOR DIAGONALS IN [BK] C
C HEQ - NUMBER OF EQUATIONS C
C IFLAG - FLAG INDICATING WHICH FUNCTION IS TO BE PERFORMED C
C 1 -> FORWARD REDUCTION C






REAL*8 ZERO, EZERO. TOL, DAVAL, DOT, 0, ROD, 00
INTEGER LDFLAG, JR, J. JD, JH, IS, IE. K. JOT











C FACTOR BK TO UT*D«tf OR REDUCE R
JR s 0
DO 70 J « 1, HEQ
JD • JDIAG(J)
JH « JD - JR
IS - J - JH * 2
IF (JH - 2) 60. 30. 10
C
10 IF (IFLAG .HE. 1) GOTO 50
IE » J - 1




C IF DIAGONAL IS ZERO COMPUTE A HORN FOR SINGULARITY TEST
JOT « JDIAG(IE) +1
IF (BK(JD) .EQ. ZERO .AND. IFLAG .EQ. 1) THEN
CALL DATEST (BX(JDT), JH-2. DAVAL)
END IF
C
C REDUCE ALL EQUATIONS EXCEPT FIRST ROW AND DIAGONAL




IF (IH .GT. 0) BK(K) * BK(K) - DOT(BK(K-IH) , BK(ID-IH), IH)
K a K * i
20 CONTINUE
C
C REDUCE FIRST ROW AND DIAGONAL
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c30 IF (IFLAG .HE. 1) GOTO 50
IE » JB + 1
IE » JD - 1
K » J - JD
DO » BK(JD)
DO 40 I * IB, IE
ID • JDIA6(K*I)
IF (BK(ID) .EQ. 0.0) GOTO 40
D » BK(I)
BK(I) « BK(I)/BK(ID)
BK(JD) * BK(JD) - D*BK(I)
40' CQHTIHUE
C
C •"• •••»-•••»-»».».•» a to • «••»«•>•«>«••«•••»*••«••••«•»
C CHECK FOE POSSIBLE ERRORS AHD PRIHT WARHIHGS
ROD * BK(JD)
IF (OIBSCBAO) OX. 10L*DAasaJD)) WRHE (JJ.2000) J
IF (DO .LT. ZERO .USD. ROD .CT. ZERO) WRITE (JJ.2001) J
IF (DO .GT. ZERO .AHD. ROD .LT. ZERO) WRITE (JJ.2001) J
IF (DABS(RDD) .LT. EZERO) WRITE (JJ.2002) J
C
C COMPLETE RAHK TEST FOR i ZERO DIAGONAL TEST
IF (DD .EQ. ZERO .AHD. JH .GT. 0) THEN
IF (DABS(RDD) .LT. TOL*DAVAL) WRITE (JJ.2003) J
EHD IF
C
C REDUCE RIGHT HAND SIDE
50 IF (IFLAG .EQ. 2) BR(J) » BR(J) - DOT(BK(JR*1) , BR(IS-l), JH-1)
60 JR a JD
70 CONTINUE
IF (IFLAG .HE. 2) RETURN.
C
c ----------------
C DIVIDE B7 DIAGONAL TERRS
DO 80 I = 1. HEQ
ID « JDIAG(I)
IF (BK(ID) .HE. 0.0) BR(I) « BR(I)/BK(ID)
IF (BR(I) .HE. ZERO) LDFLAG a 1
80 CONTINUE
C
C CHECK FOR ZERO LOAD VECTOR






J » J - I
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IF (J .LE. 0) RETURN
JR ' JDIAG(J)
IF (JD - JR .LE. 1) GOTO 110
I » JR - IS * 1
DO 100 I* IS, J
BR(Z) » BR(I) - BK(I+K)*D
100 CONTINUE





2000 FORMATC/'i! WARNING !! 1 - IN SOLVER, LOSS OF AT LEAST 7 DIGITS'
+ /18X, 'IN REDUCING DIAGONAL OF EQUATION;',4X,IS)
2001 FORMATC/'H WARNING 1 i 2 - IN SOLVER, SIGN OF DIAGONAL CHANGED'
+ /18X. 'WHEN REDUCING EQUATION;',15X,IS)
2002 FORMATC/'H WARMING JJ 3 - H SOLVER, REDUCED DIAGONAL IS ZERO'
* /18X. 'FOR EQUATION;',2SX,IS)
2003 FORMAT(/'H WARNING «! 4 - IN SOLVER, RANK FAILURE FOR A ZERO'
* /18X, 'UNREDUCED DIAGONAL IN EQUATION;',7X,IS)








C4> *•*•«•««««**•»•«*«»«•«*••» vc»«*«««^*v«>aAB«««»aa <»«»•••«»»««• »M««ow««~*««»«v«4>r!
C C
C TEST FOR RANK C
C ' C
C INPUTS; C
C A(J) - COLUMN OF UNREDUCED ELEMENTS IN ARRAY C
C JH - NUMBER. OF ELEMENTS IN COLUMN C
C C
C OUTPUTS; . C










DO 10 J « 1, JH *


















C A - FIRST VECTOR IHVOLVED IN DOT PRODUCT C
C B - SECOHD VECTOR IHVOLVED IH DOT PRODUCT C







DO 10 I » 1, N















C Tnis subroutine solves for tae structural displacamant
C and Telocity vectors at the aali-stap for the phase lag














e ABB APPLIED FORCES TO RHS AND PREPARE MASS MULTIPLIER
do 10 i»i,adof
gs(i) » gsU) * f (i)
v(i) « (1. * delta*adaap)*o/i) * d«lta«<|dot(i)
10 eoatiaae
C SOLVE FOR RIGHT HAHO SIDE, gs
do 77 i • i,adof
gs(i) » d«l*<i*g«(i) * v(i)*mac>(jdiag(i))
77










do 200 jj » l.hdval
i » adro«(jj)
j » hdcol(jj)
zp(i) » zp(i) * hd(jj)*g«(j)
200 eoatian* . '
do 250 jj » l.hwal
i » avrow(jj)
j » hvcol(jj)




File:. zero vect. f
CaModol* ZERQVECT

















SUBROUTINE LUFACTU.N, PIVOT, DET.IER.NMAX)
C
C SUBROUTINE FACTOR USES GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION WITH
C PARTIAL PIVOTING AND IMPLICIT SCALING TO DETERMINE
C THE L*U DECOMPOSES OF A SQUARE MATRIX "A" OF
C ORDER N. THE ALGORITHM ALSO FINDS THE DETERMINE!!!
C OF "A". UPON COMPLETION, THE ELEMENTS OF THE UPPER
C TRIANGULAR MATRIX "U" ARE CONTAINED IN THEIR RESPECTIVE
C LOCATIONS IN MATRIX "A". THE ELEMENTS OF MATRIX "L"
C ARE CONTAINED IN THE LOVER TRIANGULAR PORTION OF "A" .
C BUT ARE SCRAMBLED WITH RESPECT TO "U" BECAUSE OF ROW
C' INTERCHANGE OPERATIONS NOT PERFORMED ON THE ELEMENTS
C OF "L". THE VECTOR PIVOT (SEE BELOW) MUST BE USED TO
C UNSCRAMBLE "L" IF IT IS TO BE USED FOR OTHER OPERATIONS.
C
C VARIABLES: A=FULL SQUARE MATRIX (DOUBLE PRECISION)
C . N=ORDER OF MATRIX A (INTEGER)
C PIVOTsVECTOR CONTAINING A RECORD OF
C RQV INTERCHANGES. THE INTEGER
C VALUE PIVOT(K) IS THE ROW WHICH
C WAS INTERCHANGED WITH ROW K AT
C FORWARD ELIMINATION STEP K. (INTEGER)
C DETaDETERMINENT OF MATRIX A (DOUBLE PRECISION)
C IER=ERROR FLAG. IF IER=1, THE MATRIX A WAS FOUND
C TO BE SINGULAR. AND THE ROUTINE WAS EXITED. . IF
C . IER=0. THE DECOMPOSITION WAS SUCCESSFUL.
C
INTEGER PIVOT(l).IER,H,I,J,X,IO.ffl!AX




C FIND THE ROW NORMALIZING COEFFICIENTS S(I) FOR IMPLICIT SCALING.

















C DETERMIHE PIVOT ELEKEHT A(IO.K) BY FODING THE ROW IQ
C BETHEEH K AHB I COIiTAIHIHG THE MAZIHUH NORMALIZED .













C EXIT ROUTINE IF ALL VALUES IN COLUMN K AT OR BELOW








C INTERCHANGE ROWS 10 AND K FOR COLUMNS K TO M. SKIP IF IO=K.
C SET DET—DET IF ROWS ARE INTERCHANGED.
C
C**»******«**«***********«»**«*****«******«**i«*»*a*a****»«*a*****









C ELIMINATE COLUMN K BELOW MAIN DIAGONAL B7 MULTIPLYING
C ROW K FROM COLUNH K TO H BT A(I.K)/A(K,K) AND SUBTRACTING
C FROM ROW I. STORE THE MULTIPLIER FOR ROW I IS THE ELIMINATED
C COLURH X. MULTIPLY THE RUNNING PRODUCT DET BY DIAGONAL ELEMENT A(K,K).
C
£******«***********«****«**«**«**«*** ****************************









C CHECX LAST ROH/COL&MV FOR SHUHILA&IT7. IF THgBE IS NO ERROR.
C COMPLETE CALCULATION OF THE DETERMINENT. SET THE ERROR FLAG
C TO INDICATE NORMAL COMPLETION, AND EXIT.


































eaPURPQSE - Factors the A matrix as L U • A, with partial pivoting
e»AffSHOa i I 1EL7X», Sept. 24, 1987
e
e Input







































CSPURPOSE - Solve L 0 x « b,
COAUTHOR W K BELVIH, Sept. 24, 1987
c • »





















L y • b, then 0 x « y
— [n I n] matrix factored by FACTA
—pointer vector baaed on pivoting
-RES of equation












































6 Thim subroutine prepares ee, the control prediction integration











C .' Form Coatrol Predietioa latagratioa Coefficient Matrix
C
C contype » -1 : Foil State Feedback
C coatype • 0 : Lueaberger Observer
C coatjpe « *1 : Kalaaa Filter
do 10 i • t.aact * asea





JOO acsi " nact ' -
do 110 i • i.nact
do 120 jj • l.bval
j • bcol(jj)
k • brow(jj)




200 ncsi * nact + as en
do 210 i • i.nact
do 220 jj * l.bval
j » bcol(jj)
k » brow(jj)
ec(i.j) - ec(i.j) * delta*f2(i,k)*b(jj)/ma«s(jdiag(k))
220 continue
do 240 j • nact* 1, ncsi
do 250 k • l.ndof





do 260 ii • l.awal
i 3 nact + hvrov(ii)
do 270 jj 3 l.bval
j » bcolCjj)
k « bro«(jj)
if (hvcol(ii) .ne. k) goto 270
•c(i,j) - ec(i.j) * delta«hv<ii)*b(jj)/maas(jdiag(k))
270 continue
do 290 j » aact+l.acai
k 3 avcol(ii)




400 acsi 3 nact * na«a
do 470 i a i.nact
do 480 jj » l.bval
j - bcol(jj)
k - broH(jj)
•c(i,j) a «c(i.j) + d«lta*f2(i,k)*b(jj)/mas8(jdiag(k))
480 coatiau*
do 600 j » aact+l.acai
do 610 k 3 i.ndol





do 520 ii 3 l.awal
i s nact * hvros(ii)
do 530 jj 3 l.bval
j - bcolCjj)
k 3 brbw(jj)
it (avcoKii) .a«. k) goto 530
•c(i,j) » «c(i.j) * d«lta*h»(ii)*b(jj)/ma88(jdiag(k))
530 coatiau*
do 550 j 3 aact+i,acsi
k 3 avcol(ii)





do 1100 i 3 l.ncai





i£ (i«? .eq. 1) than
psist «,'PREPCOH: Singular Matrix for Control Integration'
eadif
C Form Ote«CT«? Integration Coefficient Matrix, «e
ae » I* » delta*adamp
lie « delt««bdamp * delsq
de 1200 isl.alen

















C This subroutine carries out the numeric integration of one time




C qep - estimated. displacement vector at half time step
C qedotp - estimated velocity vector at half time atep
C pp generalized momentum (f-D*qedotp-K*qap)








C Form BBS of Control Prediction Equation Set
C
C coatyp* • -i : Full State Feedback
C contype • 0 : Luenberger Observer with Li = 0









do 210 i • l.ndof
q«p(i) • qe(i) * d«lta*q«dot(i)
qadotp(i) • q«dot(i)
pp(i) a f(i) - maas(jdiag(i))»adamp*qedotp(i)




do 230 j » i.ndof




if (ncai .eq. nact) goto 600
do 240 i=nact*l,ncai
k a i - nact
gc(i) = z(k)
240 continue
do 245 ii * l.hdval
i a hdrov(ii) * nact
j s hdcol(ii)
gc(i) « gc<i) - hd(ii)*qep(j)
245 continue
do 250 ii « l.hwal
i a hvTOB(ii) * nact
j • hvcol(ii)




do 310 i a i.ndof
87
pp(i) » f(i) - ma»s(jdiag(i))*adanp*<i«p(i)/d«lta




do 330 j » l.adof





k » i r sact
ge(i) « z(k)
340 eoBtiane
do 34E ii • l.&dval
i « 3steow(ii) *
j « bdeol(ii)
gc(i) « gc(i) -
345 eoatiau*
do 380 ii » l.hwal
i • hvrow(ii) * aact
- j » hvcol(ii)
gc(i) « gc(i) - aT(ii)*(p«(j) + d«lta*pp(j))/mas8(jdiag(j})
350 continu*
C FXHD r, COHTROL AHD STATE CORRECTIOH FORCES
600 call LOSQLV(«c,nc«i,IAXCSI. pivot, gc.r)
do 610 j»l,nact




C FIHI) COHTROL COHTRIB0TIOH TO RES VECTOR FOR









go(i) « go(i) *
gk(i) » gk(i) * b(jj)*n(j)
720 contian*
it (contjp* . «q. 0) ta«a
do 725 i » l.adof
do 730 j*l,as«n
go(i) « go(i) * BaM(jdiag(i))*12(i.j)*gamnia(j}
730 coatinn*
725 continue
elseif (contype .eq. 1) than
do 735 i « l.ndof
do 740 j>l,nsen
go(i) « go(i) * a2(i.j)*mass(jdiag(i))*ll<;i.j)/delta)
•gamma(j)
















C Solves the second-order dynamical equation:
C
C MX" * Dx» * Kx » i * g
C
C at time (n+1) given f(n+l/2), g(n+l/2) and x.x' at n by
C . the midpoint implicit integration rale.
C Step size is 2<*delta.
C
C D is of the form (alpha«M + beta*K), f is an applied force,
C and g is assumed to be other applied force from a feedback
C control loop. The matrix E is the factored form of the





C m - matrix H
C x - matrix K
C alpha - scalar alpha
C beta - scalar beta
C f Force vector f(n+l/2)
C g - Feedback force vector g(n*l/2)
C e martix E
C x Variable vector x(n)
C xd Variable vector x'(n)
C delta - Half of integration time step
C delsq - delta'2
C jdiag - Diagonal location pointer for M.K.E matrices
C ndof - Number of equations and length of q
89
' t.
C v oass multiplier for RHS preparation
C delbeta - delta * beta
C subroutine SECORDER(m,k, alpha, beta, f,g,e,x,xd,
C . delta,del»«|,jdiag,adof,SAX80F)








C ADD APPLIED FORCES TO RHS AHD PREPARE MASS MULTIPLIER
do 10 ie
v(i) » (1. * d«lta«alpba)»x(i) * d«lta*xd(i)
10 eoatian*
C SOLVE FOR RIGHT HAHD SIDE, g
do 77 i«l,adof
g(i) » d«ls<i*g(i) * 7(i)*m(jdiag(i))
77 conti&a*
if (b«ta .n«. 0.) then
d«lb«ta * dalta*b«ta
C Activate EBE conpatatioai lor internal force by using STIFFRC
C subroutine. Otherwise use PHVMAD (profile matrix/ vector mult-add
C call PMVHADOc.jdiag.x.ndof .delbeta.g.l.dO)
call STIFFRCCx.delbeta.g)
endif
C SOLVE FOR DISPLACEMENT, q. USIHG RHS AND MATRIX E
call SOLVERCe.g.jdiag.ndof .2)
do 100 i»l,ndof
xd(i) - 2.*(g(i) - x(i))/delta - xd(i)














C This subroutine stores new measured sensor data by using the
















do 200 jj • l.hwal
i a hvrow(jj)
j - hvcol(jj)





























SSS Iff I5L ¥ECTDE
do 50 j«2tadof







vrit«(<rat.*) 'EIGEH ANALYSIS RESULTS:'
writ«(oat.») ' RADIAL




tta a om«ga/(2»3. 141592654)




































































AK stiffness matrix (profile values) (NDOF)
AH consistent mass matrix (profila values) (HOOF)
ISL store* in porrtion "i" the TO* * vt tip of
column "i" (HDOF)
IDIAG position of diagonal terms in profile (HOOF)
HEIG ' f of required eigenvalue*
HVEC * of subspace vectors
NDOF * of degrees of freedom
TOLEIG tolerance for eigenvalues convergence
TOLJAC tolerance for Jacobi convergence
















AM times rigid modes
•ubspace at the previous step
eigen-rectors
rigid modes
subspace at this step (eigenvectors)
stiffness matrix in the snbspace


















C BBHQD : * of rigid modes
G






























DO 20 JaHRHOD+1 ,SVEC
C


























IF (IS.EQ.l) GO TO 30
C









WRITE (BY, 1001) (EIGV(I),I«1,HVEC)
ZF (iourv.2q.fl) ao TO loo
C




C UPDATE EIGEH VECTORS
C












C CALCULATE FIHAL EIGEHVECTORS
C











1000 FORMAT (SX.12HITERATIQH HO, IS)
1001 FORMAT (6(2X.1PE10.3))
1002 FORMAT (5X.24HVE ACCEPT CURREHT VALUES)
1003 FORMAT C//20X, 'SUBSPACE ZTERATIOH ROUTINE'//' HB OF EIGENVALUES* ' .
1 IS/' SB OF VECTORo'.IS/' SB OF DOF»',I5/' TOLERAHCE=' .1PE10.3/)





















































IF (I.EQ.NDOF) GO TO 99
96
DO 120 KalX.HDOF










































IF (EPSAK.LT.EPS.AND.EPSAN.LT.EPS) GO TO 150
C























IF (JI1.LT.1) GO TO TO




































C UPDATE EI6EHVECTOR FOR THIS ROTATIOH
C
















IF (ICOHV.Eq.l) GO TO 499
C






























900 WRITE (IV, 1001)
STOP
C
1000 FORMAT (6X.34HHO CONVERGENCE AT NSMAX ITERATIONS)






C PURPOSE : SOLVES TBS SINGULAR PROBLEM : AK x VL a VR
C TEE SIHGULAR COLUMHS UTTO AK ARE INDEXED BY
C THE NEGATIVE VALUES OF ISL, THE CORRESPONDING






















































C PURPOSE : LDLT DECOMPOSITION OF IBB POSITIVE SEMI-DEFINITE
C MATRIX AK. TEE SINGULAR COLUMNS OF AK ARE INDEXED



















































IF (MIC.8T.ICi) GO TO 201
00 200 tLaMIC.ICi













1001 FORMAT (SX,29H*«*STOP ERROR III IDIAG VECTOR)
1010 FORMAT (SX,1CONDITIONING OF THE STIFFNESS MATRIX'/2X,





C PURPOSE : CALCULATE THE HULL SPACE OF AK AND PUT AN
C ORTHONORNALISED BASE OF THIS SPACE INTO THE
C HRHOD FIRST VECTORS OF VR.






C STORE THE SINGULAR COLUMNS INTO THE BEGINNING OF VR
C
C THE SINGULAR EQUATION ARE NOW INDEXED BY NEGATIVE VALUES






























































C PURPOSE : ORTHOGOHALZSE THE HSOB LIST COLOMHS OF VL (LAST
C EVALUATED SOLDTIOH) WITH RESPECT TO THE HULL SPACE
C OF A. FOR THE AM SCALAR PRODOCT
C
C


























C This snbs-OBtin* produces an output file to be used to























includ* ' shared. iac'





















it C(«typ«(a).«q.l).aad.(k.gt.2)) j » 0
do 30 i«l,6
kk»8*(k-l) * i































do 20 j » 1. a»«q
k - la(j)
if (k .«q. 0) goto 20
do 10 i a 1, B8«q
s a lffl(i)
ii (a .«q. 0) goto 10








C-PURPOSE- REHUHBEKS THE GRID POZ5TS TO MIHIHIZE PROFILE STORAGE
























if(i».gt.naxtry .or. ib.gt.maxtry) go to 345


























•ubroatine g enrca(neqne,xadj, ad jacy, para .mask, xls)
c ...... refereaee: eoaputer solution of large sparse positive definite
c ...... systems, alan george ft Joseph v-n liu
c ...... (preative-hall.iac..engleaood cliffs.HJ 07632)
integer adjncy(i) ,ma»k(l) ,pera(l) ,xls(l)
107
integer *adj(l),ccsize,i,neqns,nlvl,aum,root




ifC aask(i).eq.O ) go to 200
call fnroot(root,xadj,&djncy,inask,nl7l,xl8,perm(aum) )
call rca(root,xadj,adjacy, mask, pena(nun), ccsize.xls)
if(nun.gt.neqas) go to 987
200 continue
c ...... pera(nev node) sold node








subroutine £nroot(root,xadj .adjncy, mask, nlvl.xls ,1s)
integer adjney(l) ,ls(l) .aaskCi) ,zls(i)
integer xadj(l) , ecsiza.j ,jstrt,k,k8top,k»trt,
$ aindeg .nabor.ndeg.nlvl, node .nunlvl, root
call root Is (root ,xadj .adjncy.mask.alvl.xla.ls)
cesi2«axle(nlvl+l)-'l




if (ccsize.eq.jstrt) go to 400





do 200 k=katrt .kstop
nabora&d j ncy (k )
if( nask(nabor) .gt. 0) ndegsndag>l
200 continue




400 call rootls(root,xadj ,adjncy, mask, nunlvl.xls ,1s)
it (aunlvl.le.nlvl) return
ix(nlTl.lt.ccaize) go to 100
return
end
subroutine rcn(root ,xadj .adjncy, mask, perm, ccsiza.deg)
integer adjncy(l) ,deg(l) .oaskd) .pern(l)












j «trt»xad j (nod* )




il(ma«k(nbr).«q.O) go to 200
lnbr«labr+l
p«xa( labr ) «nbr
"20Q eootiaa*




400 if(l.lt.fabr) go to 500
lp«npp«xm(l)





if (k. It. labr) go to 300
600 eoatiau*









subrontia* rootla (root , zad j , ad j ncy .mask , alvl , rls , Is )
iat«g«r adjacy(l) ,1»(D .maak(l) .zls(i)
iat*g«r xadj(l),i,j ,j»top,j»trt,lb«gia.ccsiz»,lvl9nd,












i*(jatop.lt.jatrt) go to 400
do 300 j«jatre,jetop











integer adjncy(l) ,d«g(l) ,ls(l) ,oask(i)
iateg«r xadj(l) ,ec8iz«,i.id«g, j .J8top.J8trt.
lb*gin,lvl«nd,lv»iz«,abr, node, root
ls(i)*root
xad j (root ) «-acad j (root )
100
do 400 i=lb«gin , lvl«nd
aod«ala(i)
jBtrts-zadj (nod«)
j«top*iab«( x&dj(nod«*l) ) -1
id«g«0
if(jstop.lt.J8trt) go to 300
do 200 jajBtrt.jstop
ttbr«adjncy(j)
if( M8k(nbr).«q.O ) go to 200








if (lv*iz«.gt.O) go to iOO
do SOO i»l,cc8iz«
nod«=ls(i)









include ' shared, inc'
do 10 i « l.ndof




C Activate EBE computations for internal force by using STIFFRC
C subroutine. Otherwis« use PNVNAO (profile matrix/vector mult-add
C call
call STIFFRC (go, -delta, gk)
do 100 i a l.ndof
qe(i) a 2.«go(i) - qe(i)
pe(i) » 2.*gk(i) - pe(i)
100 continue
return .
end
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